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Scripture: 
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We Are a Group Project 

We could place ourselves in the shoes of any of the characters in this story.  
Every year we wave palms or ferns as if we in the parade ourselves. We imagine we are shouting 
and rooting for Jesus (after all, we are his disciples)  
But perhaps if we pause for only a brief moment it isn’t hard for us to also see our own Pharisaic 
moments–when we “shush” each other out of fear that our words and actions might disturb or 
annoy or bring on “more trouble than it’s worth.”  
The hardest imagining might be putting ourselves on the donkey with Jesus.  
Whether it is fear of going down with the ship or just fear of being fully seen, likely we don’t put 
ourselves there very often.  
We don’t want to cause a fuss, certainly not a parade of support, even when we could really use 
it.  
We’ve “got this”... until we don’t. We’ll “be just fine”... until we aren’t.  
Wrestling with what it means to be a community, especially when the chips are down, is the task 
this week.  
“Interdependence” is not always the focus of this passage, but in Jesus’ retort back to the 
Pharisees, we can see that all of creation will cry out if justice, if love, if the beloved community 
is not honoured and uplifted.  

Let’s imagine ourselves just outside Jerusalem for a moment. 
We are with Jesus and his disciples early in the morning.  
For 3 years, we have heard his teaching, parables and questions. 
God’s love for all people…inclusion of all people….we have been given Hope…of a new kind of 
Kingdom 
Not lead by domination of the Romans…but by love and equity of all  
people…  
Jesus calls it the Kingdom of God. Daily we dream about that kind of just world but even we find 
it hard to imagine and are fearful of the battle it might take to get us there.  
We can feel it in the air there is something different about today about Jesus. He has had us fetch 
a donkey to ride into Jerusalem.  
We are pretty sure this isn’t a good idea but we have learned following Jesus will change our 
lives so…We walk alongside Jesus. 
As we walk, we are thinking, If only Jesus could rule. Then the kingdom he tells us about will 
reign.  



At first it is quiet we can hear the sound of the donkey’s hooves clomping on the road as it kicks 
up the dust. 
It’s hot and we are thirsty  
-A warm wind blows through the olive trees. 
-We have no idea what Jesus is up to.  

But at some point in time our energy shifts and a crowd starts to gather alongside us. People start 
cheering for Jesus waving palm branches, some even spread their coats on the dusty road. 
Making a path, welcoming him as if he were a King. 

More and more people join our parade as we descend the hill.  
As we walk excitement builds. We shout and dance. 
Our voices eco across the valley  
“Blessings on the king who comes in the name of the Lord!” 

Some Pharisees start to hush the crowds as they start to get uncomfortable with the spectacle. 
They rush up to Jesus and sternly warn him…“Teacher……you must order everyone to be quiet. 

The Pharisees know if the Romans see us proclaiming Jesus as king, they will kill us, they will 
kill Jesus… 
But Jesus refuses to silence us. He says,  
 “if they are silent, even  the rocks, will start shouting!” 
And so our parade continues.  
We shout louder than ever.  
 “Blessings on the king who comes in the name of the Lord!” 

-we round a bend, and there is Jerusalem before us, the Temple and all the sellers at the temple… 
glistening in the hot sun.  

-A reverent silence descends upon our parade. We go from celebration to a hushed silence 
together.  
-Jesus is not only quiet…he begins to weep…to cry 
-we gather around him and he begins to speak 
Jesus says,  
 “If only you knew on this day of all days the things that lead to peace…but you can’t see. A time 
will come when your enemies will surround you, and you will be crushed and this whole city 
levelled…all because you didn’t recognize the meaning of this moment of God’s visitation.”  

From a shouting celebrating crowd to the sound of Jesus weeping! From the feeling that we were 
finally about to win, to a prediction of massive military defeat! From joyful laughter to tears!”  



This is the weekend of Passover. The celebration of freedom from a long time ago for the Jewish 
people. And yet today they are celebrating a past freedom…. in a place where they or no longer 
free. They live under the rule of the Romans.  

The Roman rulers don’t let people forget who is in power.  
Herod rides into the city in full procession from his headquarters in Caesarea Philippi. He enters, 
not on a young donkey, but on a mighty warhorse. He is surrounded by chariots, with uniformed 
soldiers. 
His military procession is a show of force intended to inspire fear and compliance, not hope and 
joy.   

And so we begin to witness two parades. Jesus from East on a donkey…Herod from the West on 
war horse surrounded by armed soldiers. In this very moment two ways of seeing the world 
collide. 

A band of misfits following Jesus who long for peace and justice for all, come face to face with 
the Roman Empire who govern with violence and fear.  

Rome’s practice was to appoint local collaborators from indigenous Jewish population to rule on 
Rome’s behalf. They were given somewhat of a free hand to rule their population…as long as 
they were loyal to Rome and maintained order. This put them in a delicate balancing act. They 
needed to keep Rome happy but not so much so to anger their Jewish population.  

This angers Jesus and so when he enters the temple he rages and flip over  tables…money falling 
everywhere.  
He is not just flipping the tables of the commerce of the day…he is flipping the tables of a 
corrupt system.  
The systemic corruption was keeping people poor, as they had to pay temple taxes and were told 
this sacrifice was the only way to God…. Meanwhile the money was used to fund the Roman 
Rulers.  

Rather than requiring people to pay for salvation at the temple…Jesus said, “the kingdom of God 
is within you.” “Heaven is already here.” 

I’m pretty sure I am not the only one who has connected our modern day world to this story. We 
don’t have to look far at all to see how indigenous peoples of our land know the pain of this story 
intimately. People of Ukraine know it in this very moment. So how can this be… even today we 
live in the same kind of world.  



That is why we celebrate Holy Week because this is what it means to follow the Jesus way. 
-to live as if the kingdom of God is here… 
-to live as if heaven on earth is now… 
-to live as if…and to be co-creators with God to helping it happen…to help expand heaven on 
earth…with each interaction we have. 
-to show God’s love for all people through our actions everyday 

I was pondering this week that as followers of Jesus every day is like a palm Sunday. Every day 
we have our feet in two worlds. Each step we take we carry with us the knowledge of the 
suffering of the world…and even the suffering in our own lives. And with the next step we know 
the grace, love, hope and healing of the Spirit, to be with us and within us.  

As Christians we straddle these tensions constantly. We know the promise of heaven on earth 
which leads us to our call to be a part of creating God’s Shalom each in our own small way. But 
we don’t do this alone.  
It takes support to be in the smaller less powerful parade…  
Misfits like us need help.  

I had the opportunity for some beautiful conversation on Friday afternoon with two wonderful 
people who will become members of our congregation on Easter Sunday. Glen and Olga and I 
began to share how we are witnessing the grief that is filling our world right now. I began to 
share with them what I have just shared with you. How we live in the constant tension of the 
despair of the world blanketed in hope and love of the holy.  

Glen said “it is like the  Dutch word Gezelig (Hellsellick) he shared how it doesn’t translate 
easily but it is what he thinks of when he thinks of hope. It is deeper than hope it is the 
connection of community. Comforting one another, coming together.  

Like Shalom is to peace, all emcompassing hope is Gezelig. I started to think of other words 
from other cultures that had similar depth and meaning and Olga shared that in Russian the word 
would be Mir.  For a Russian, the word "Mir" holds meaning, feeling, and history. It is 
sometimes translated into English as "world," or as "peace," or as "village," but a single-word 
translation misses its full significance. Peace, connection, community, village. Coming together. 
Interconnectedness.  

In Zulu it is Ubuntu, word ubuntu is just part of the Zulu phrase which literally means that a 
person is a person through other people. Ubuntu has its roots in humanist African philosophy, 
where the idea of community is one of the building blocks of society it is a term meaning 
"humanity". It is sometimes translated as "I am because we are" (also "I am because you are”) 



Bayanihan, is one of the enduring positive Filipino values that inspire the community to help 
fellow countrymen in times of need without expecting anything in return. It also means that we 
are mutually helping each other out. For example if your neighbour is building a house of a barn 
everyone comes together to help build the structure expecting nothing in return. I witnessed 
Bayanihan when we built our back deck in the summer of 2020 

Interconnectedness. Community, coming together, every one of these words speak to the 
Kingdom of God. The community that Jesus lays the foundation for and longs for us to foster. 
We are a group project, we are in this together.  

Because, We’ve “got this”... until we don’t. We’ll “be just fine”... until we aren’t.  
Wrestling with what it means to be a community, especially when the chips are down, is the task 
this week.  
“Interdependence” is not always the focus of this passage, but in Jesus’ retort back to the 
Pharisees, we can see that all of creation will cry out if justice, if love, if the beloved community 
is not honoured and uplifted.  

So let us lift up one another today and always 
Amen.  


